
TEST CORECTION

1. Listen to the audio document and complete with keywords. 

There are plenty of …...................... jobs in the world but ask most people and they 

wouldn't say journalist is one of them. To be a good …...................... however whether 

with a …...................... or …...................... or …...................... and …......................, you 

have to …......................…...................... to people, ideas, events and sometimes 

…....................... You've probably heard of Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl and 

NBC's David Bloom. Pearl disappeared in …...................... …......................, Bloom died in 

…...................... …....................... In that 15 months period, around the world, 

…...................... journalists died in the line of duty. They died trying to do their 

…....................... These are the …...................... of 6 …...................... individuals, most of 

whom you probably never heard about but they are men and women whose 

…...................... and …...................... you will not soon …....................... 

2. Why does the speaker use the underlined words ? 

O to create suspense O to organize his ideas O to be more convincing 

3. What does the speaker criticize when he says: 
“but ask most people and they wouldn't say journalist is one of them.”

“most of whom you probably never heard about” ? 



BAC HERO CARDS! Team challenge. 

Reorder the question! 
Create your HERO poster with your team. 
Choose your hero! 
Use your phones and beeoclock.wordpress.com to find more info. 
Complete your hero with the help of the table! 



 



There are plenty of dangerous jobs in the world but as most people and they wouldn't say journalist 
is one of them. To be a good journalist however whether with a camera or keyboard or paper and 
pencil, you have to expose yourself to people, ideas, events and sometimes risk. You've probably 
heard of Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl and NBC's David Bloom. Pearl disappeared in 
January 2002, Bloom died in April 2003. In that 15 months period, around the world, 46 journalists 
died in the line of duty. They died trying to do their jobs. These are the stories of 6 extraordinary 
individuals, most of whom you probably never heard about but they are men and women whose 
dedication and sacrifice you will not soon forget.


